[Radiology of thalassemic syndrome in the transition from the old to the new therapeutic transfusion regimen].
The authors have evaluated the skull, thorax, wrist and hand standard radiographs of 29 patients affected by Cooley's disease who were treated up to 1983 with a low transfusion regimen, rather with a high transfusion regimen (Hb level greater than 9.5 g/dl). The patients have been divided into two groups, according to the prevalence of the first or the second transfusion regimen. Almost all the changes described in the literature have been found in the radiographs, but completely modified; some of these, like rib notchings, in higher percentage than known. In the youngest patients the most significant appearances were ribs and hand changes, that can be considered the most important feature in their radiological monitoring. However this new transitional radiological syndrome will rapidly modify with the establishment "ab initio" of the high transfusional regimen.